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~24 ,Account of a Fire-Ball which fel l  

stone in acids have a more intense green eolour than that 
which, as appears, ought to arise from the iron it contains.' 

" On pulverizing this stone there were detached globules 
of  iron, one of which weighed about 84 grains. Its eolour 
is whiter than that of ordinary iron, and, though ductile, it 
is harder than bar iron. It contains sulphur and nickel. 
Whenee  it appears that the sulphurated hydrogen gas and 
nickel found in it arise from the iron it contains. 

" T h e  three parts which are in excess in the result of the 
analysis arise from the oxygen absorbed by the iron. I t  
ought even to have acquired more of  it, and consequently 
there must be a loss. 

" The experiments of  Mr. Howard on the same subject 
have been published in the .dnnales de Chimie, and you 
will see that my analysis has a great relation to his. You 
ought to place the more confidence in it, as I obtained the 
same results before I was made acquainted with those o f  
Mr.  Howard *. 

XXXVI.  tlccount of a Fire-ball which fe l l  in the Neigh- 
bourhood of Laigle : in a Letter to the French _Minister 
of the Interior. By C. BIo r ,  Member of the National 
Institute, dated July 20, 1803. 

I READ yesterday to the Institute an account 9f the journey 
I lately undertook by your desire in consequence of the me- 
teor of Laigle. It  has been ordered to be printed. An ex- 
tract from this account may be interesting to you who have 
contributed to place this astonishing phmnomenon beyond 
a doubt, and perhaps to the Chief Consul, who amidst so 
many labours still finds means to devote some moments to 
the sciences. 

W hen  I set out from Paris on the ~6th of June, I did not 
proceed directly to Laigle. Had the explosion been as sud- 

en as was announced, it must have been heard at a great 
distance. It  was therefore agreeable to the rules of criti- 
cism, first to collect scattered testimonies, and to suffer 
myself to be gradually conducted by them to the place 
where the meteor was said to have burst ; for in regard to 
all the circumstances of the explosion the accounts could 
not but agree, in whatever part they might be collected. 

In the next Number we shall give an account of the stones which 
fell in the neighbourhood of Enshisheim and of Agen t taken from th~ 
game sol lrc@. 
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in the Neighbourhood of Lalgle. ~.5 

I went first to Alencon, ~fteen leagues west-south-west 
of Laigle, and in g~oin~,~ thither I learned that a ~l°be of 
fire had been seen proceeding towards the north. The ap- 
pearance of' this globe had been followed by a violent ex- 
plosion. This took place on the 26th of April 1802, at 
one m the afternoon. By the direction of this phmnome- 
non, the day, and particularly the hour, I judged that this 
had been 1the commencementof the meteor of Laigle. 

At Alencon nothing had been heard--in consequence, no 
doubt, of the usual noise which prevails in a large town ; 
but if I received only ratine reports, I acquired a very im- 
portant certainty, by ~ the  mineralogical collections of the 
country, that nothingexists in the neighbourhood of Laigle 
wh'ich has any resemblance to the meteoric stones. 

From Alen?on I proceeded to Laigle, traversing the vil- 
lages, conducted by the accounts given me by the inhabi- 
tants. All of them had heard the meteor on the day and 
at the hour lnentioned. In this manner I reached Laigle, 
and proceeded to the tlouse of our colleague Le Blond ; and 
I was happy to find in him the intelligence of a philoso- 
pher and the kindness of a friend. 

]'he meteor did not burst at Laigle, but at the distance of 
half a league from it. I saw the awful traces of this phae- 
nomenon; I traversed all the places where it had been 
heard ; I collected and compared the accounts of the inha- 
bitants • at last I found some of the stones themselves on 
the spot~ and they exhibited to me physical characters which 
admit no doubt of the reality of their fall. 

I f  we first Consider the physical testimonies, no meteoric 
stones had been ~bund in the hands of the inhabitants be- 
tbre the explosion of the eSth of April, ] 'he mineralogical 
collections, fbrmed on the spot with the greatest care for 
several vears, contained nothing of the kind. 

The fbunderies, iron works, and mines, in the neigh- 
bourhood which I visited~ exhibited nothing in their pro- 
ductions or in their scoriae which had the least affinity to 
these substances. No traces of a volcano are found in the 
country. 

All of a sudden, and only since the time of the meteor, 
these stones have been found on the ground and in the 
hands of the inhabitants, who are better acquainted with 
them than any other person. 

These stones arc found only in a certain extent, in ground 
foreign to the substances th@ contain, and in places where, 
on account of their size and their numbeu it is impossible~ 
they could have escaped notice. 

Von. XVI. No. 63. P The 
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926 Mceo~mt of h Fire-Bali which fell 
The largest of these stones when broken still exhale a 

strong sulphureons odour from their interior parts. That 
of  their surface has vanished, and the smallest exhale no 
sensible odou U so that the odour of the former seems also 
from its nature likely to be dissipated in the course of time. 

These are so many physical proofs wl{ich attest that the 
meteoric stones of the neighbourhood of Laigle are tbreign 
to the places where they have been fbund ; that they were 
conveyed thither exactly at the time of the explosio% and 
by a cause Which has modified the principles they contain. 

" I f  we now consult the moral testimonies, what do we 
t~nd ? Twenty hamlets~ dispersed in an extent of more 
than two leagues square, almost all the inhabitants of which 
declare themselves to have been eye-witnesses of the me- 
teor~ attest that a dreadful shower of stones was projected 
from it. Among the number there are men, women, and 
children. They are simple and unletteredpeasants, labourers 
possessed of strong natural sense and reason; respectable 
ecclesiastics, and young people who having been military 
men are free from the illusions of fear. Al'l these persons, 
of professions, manners, and opinions so different, who had 
very little or no intercourse with each other, agree in attest- 
ing the same fact, which they had no interest to invent : 
they all refer it to the same day, the same hour, and the 
same moment,  making use of the same comparisons ; and 
this fact, so strongly and so generally attested, is only a 
consequence of the physical proofs previously collected ; 
which is, that stones of a peculiar nature f?ll in that coun- 
try immediately after the explosion of April 26. 

Besides, traces which strongly attest the, fall of these 
masses~ never mentioned without terror~ are still shown. 
The inhabitants say that they saw them descend along the 
roofs of the houses like hail, break the branches of the 
trees, and rebound after they }~11 on the pavement. They 
say they saw the earth smoke around the largest of them, 
and that they still burnt after they were in their hands. 
These accounts are given and the traces shown only in a 
certain extent. I t  is there only that meteoric stones are 
found on the ground. Not a fragment is found beyond 
that district, and there is not a single person who pretends 
to have seen any of them fall beyond it. 

A third kind of proof results from certain physical pecu- 
liarities uniformly related by the inhabitants of the country, 
v, ho are too little enlightened to have foreseen the conse- 
quences. I here allude to the successive ehanges observed 
in the hardness of the stones and in the odour exhaled ; 
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in the Neight, ourhood of Laigle. 227 

changes which, according to the report of eve-witnesses, 
among whom we must reckon our colleague Le Blond, took 
place in the interval of a f~w clays after the explosion of the 
meteor, and of which [ myself observed very sensible traces 
on breaking fragments of different dimensions ; and this 
new comparison of testimonies and facts serves only to 
show a new agreement between them. 

All the physical and moral proofs which it has been pos- 
sible to collect are therefbre concentrated, and converge to- 
wards one point : and if we consider tile manner in which 
I was led, by a comparison of the testimonies, to the place 
of  the explosion ; the number of particulars which I col- 
lected on the spot ; their coincidence with those which I 
brought from the distance of ten leagues ; the multitude of  
the witnesses; their moral character; the resemblance of  
their accounts, and perfect agreement from whatever part 
obtained, without its being possible to discover a single ex- 
ception in that respect ; it may be concluded, without the 
smallest doubt, that the fact to which these prooig refer 
actually took place, and that stones really fell in the neigh- 
bourhood of Laigle on the 26th of April 1802. • 

From the aegregate of the testimonies we have deduced 
the fbllowing [lescription of the ph~enomenon : 

On Tuesday, April 26, 1802, about one in the afternoon, 
the weather being serene, there was observed from Caen; 
Pont-Audemer, and the environs of Alen~on, Falaise, and 
Vcrneuil, a fiery globe of a very brilliant splendou U whictl 
moved in the atmosphere with great rapidity. 

Some moments after there was heard at Laigle, and in 
the environs of that city to the extent of more than ihirtv 
leagues in every direction, a violent explosion, which taste~t 
five or six minutes. 

At first there were three or four reports like those of a 
cannon, followed by a kind of discharge which resembled 
a firing of musketry ; after which there was heard a dreadful 
rumbling like the beating of a drum. The air was eahn 
and the sky serene, except a few Clouds, such as are fre- 
quently observed. 

This noise proceeded from a small cloud which had a 
rectangular form, the largest side being in a direction fi'om 
east to west. It appeared motionlessall the time that the 
phmnomenon lasted. But the vatiour of which it was com- 
posed was projected momentarily from the different sides 
by the efl?et of the successive explosions; This cloud was 
about half a league to the north-north-east of the town of 
Laigle : it was at a great elevation in the atmosphere, for 
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e~8 On different Steeps for curing 
the inhabitants of two hamlets a league distant frotrl each 
other saw it at the same time above-their heads, In the 
whole canton over which this cloud hovered, a hissing noise 
like that of a stone discharged from a sling was heard, and 
a multitude of mineral masses exactly similar to those di- 
stinguished by the name of meteoric stones were seen to fall 
at the same t~me. 

The district in which the stones fell forms an elliptical 
extent of about two leagues and a half in length and nearly 
one in breadth~ the ~:reatest dimension bein~in a direction 
from south-east to ~north-west, forming a~deciination of 
about ~ ° .  This direction which the meteor must have 
ibllowed is exactly that of the magnetic meridian ; ~,hich 
is a remarkable result. 

The largest of these stones fell at the south-east extre- 
mity of the large axis of the ellipse ; the middle-siZed ones 
fell in the centre~ and the smallest at the other extremity. 
I t  thereby appears that "the largest fell firs% as might natu- 
rally be supposed. 

The largest of all those which fell weigh 17{ pounds. 
The smallest I saw weigh about two gros, which is the 
thousandth part of the fbrmer. The number that fell is 
certainly above two or three thousand. 

In this account I have confined myself to a simple rela- 
tion of facts; I have endeavoured to view them as any other 
person would have done, and I have employed eve R care 
to p.resent them with exactness. I leave to the sagacity of 
phxlosophers the numerous consequences that may be de-  
duced from them ; and I shall consider myself happy if they 
find that I have succeeded in placing beyond a doubt the 
most astonishing phmnomenon ever observed by man. 

] I L  I l l  ~ . . . . . . . .  ] I I 

XXXVII.  Experiments to ascertain the Value of different 
Steeps in c~tring the Smut ~n IVheat~ and promoting its 
Growth, By Mr. B. BEVAN. 

To the Editor of the Philosophical Magazine. 

Loighton, Bedfordshire, 
$IR~ July xg. 18o3_. 

I TAK~ the liberty of sending you a copy of a table of re* 
suits in a set of experiments made principally with a viev¢ 
to aseertain the value of different steeps in curing the smut 
in wh~% and promoting its growth ; with twelve samples 
of good wheat Ao and twelve samples of very smutty B ; 
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